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Are you currently using an 
interactive tutorial?
Do you have concrete assessment data 
of how students performed during your 
instruction session?
Do you have a mechanism to follow-up 
with students who struggle or who miss 
your session?
FP0001: Academic Foundations and Library 
Instruction
• Class overview
• Evolution of the tutorial
– From finding a book on the shelf 
to introducing scholarly 
information
– From print, to videos and PDF, to 
interactive tutorial
https://pitt.libsurveys.com/2018AF
Tutorial/ Pre-Class Assignment
• Objectives:
– Identify ways to use the Pitt 
Libraries
– Locate and Identify a book/ebook
and journal article in PITTCat+ for 
a research question
– Determine characteristics of a 
scholarly article
• Delivery 
• Hiccups (PDF backup, 
iframe)
Assessment
• Rubric
• Pre and Post 
Tutorial scores
Comments from scholarly characteristics question in 2018 
tutorial
From: https://wordart.com/create
PSY0035: Research Methods in Psychology--Lab
• Class overview
• Tutorial evolved from 
sample topic PsycINFO 
follow-along to an I.C.E. 
• Scaffolded
• Measurable
• Foundational
https://pitt.box.com/s/6oiqx0o93z7p3pp3nsftnnxevqns9and
Valuable Data!
https://pitt.box.com/s/avaqud8j2vu7215fyd7qc6neaepbulcp
Testimonials…
“Papers were better…”
“I got positive feedback from my class and 
heard the same from the other TFs this 
morning.” 
“Students asked more complex questions 
[about their research topic] earlier.”
Questions?
Learn More and Contact Us
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